
 

  

Abstract—Deep learning (DL) models play a crucial role in 

medical image analysis, with their performance reliant on the 

scale and diversity of available training data. However, medical 

imaging faces challenges like data acquisition difficulty, sample 

class imbalance, and high annotation costs. To tackle these 

issues and enable automatic and accurate segmentation of rec-

tal tumor regions in CT images, aiding physicians in diagnosis 

and treatment, we present the innovative Multi-scale Residual 

Attention-based Unet++ Network (MRAUnet++). This model 

replaces UNet++'s convolutional blocks with multi-scale resid-

ual blocks, extracting features across different scales for en-

riched diversity. Residual connections optimize the network 

structure, enhancing its ability to express complex features. 

The integrated attention mechanism suppresses irrelevant fea-

tures, boosting segmentation performance by allowing selective 

focus on crucial rectal tumor features. Empirical evaluations 

on a rectal tumor dataset demonstrate MRAUnet++'s out-

standing performance, achieving a Dice coefficient of 83.32% 

and an IoU value of 70.06%, surpassing other comparative 

models. These results highlight the model's enhanced accuracy 

in rectal tumor segmentation, providing a reliable diagnostic 

tool for medical practitioners. 

Index Terms—Semantic segmentation, Residual Network, 

Attention mechanism, Multiscale feature 

I. INTRODUCTION 

n the contemporary healthcare landscape, colorectal can-

cer ranks as the third most prevalent cancer in the United 

States, with rectal cancer constituting a significant propor-

tion of diagnoses, posing substantial challenges to the 

healthcare system[1]. Advances in medical science have 

demonstrated that accurate tumor screening techniques can 

effectively reduce both incidence and mortality rates of rec-

tal cancer. Precision in the segmentation of rectal tumor 

regions, especially in early-stage diagnosis and treatment, is 

crucial. Traditionally, this segmentation process relies on 

manual delineation by physicians using CT images, which is 

a time-consuming task with accuracy dependent on the cli-

nician's experience and expertise. 
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Medical image segmentation, an emergent technique in 

biomedical image processing, has made significant contribu-

tions to sustainable healthcare and has become a key re-

search direction in the field of computer vision[2, 3]. Nota-

bly, Ronneberger and colleagues[4] introduced the Unet 

network model, based on an encoder-decoder approach. The 

encoder extracts contextual information from images 

through multiple convolutions and downsampling operations, 

while the decoder precisely localizes targets through multi-

ple convolutions and upsampling operations. A distinctive 

feature of this network is the incorporation of skip connec-

tions, closely linking nodes at the same level in the encoder 

and decoder, thereby enhancing data information. Zhou et al. 

[5] developed the Unet++ network model, redesigning a 

series of nested and dense skip pathways on the Unet model 

to minimize the semantic gap between feature mappings. 

Zhang et al.[6] proposed the Deep Residual UNet model, 

substituting the convolutional units of the Unet model with 

residual convolutional units to facilitate information propa-

gation, reduce training parameters, and improve the net-

work's training efficiency. Jha and others[7] introduced the 

ResUnet++ model, building upon the residual UNet frame-

work with the addition of attention mechanisms and spatial 

pyramid pooling to capture context information at various 

scales. Shah and colleagues[8] advanced the Unet model by 

incorporating dilated convolutions and residual connections, 

resulting in the AtResUnet model, which achieved excellent 

segmentation results for rectal tumors. However, repeated 

use of dilated convolutions can lead to information loss, 

impacting segmentation outcomes. 

Despite these advancements, existing methods have not 

effectively utilized multi-scale information or fully exploit-

ed the original features of such data. To address these chal-

lenges, we propose the following improvements: 

1) Introduction of a novel segmentation network model 

based on Unet++, namely the Multi-scale Residual Attention 

Unet++ Network (MRAUnet++), specifically designed for 

the task of rectal tumor segmentation. 

2) Implementation of multi-scale residual blocks, utilizing 

convolutional sequences with varying kernel sizes to extract 

multi-scale features from images. This design enables the 

network to capture a richer and more diverse range of fea-

tures, and the use of residual connections optimizes the net-

work structure, enhancing its training and feature expression 

capabilities. 

3) The integration of attention blocks to distinguish be-

tween foreground feature information and background noise 

within images, thus suppressing irrelevant feature infor-
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mation. The attention gates within these blocks enable the 

network to focus more on learning key features, increasing 

the accuracy and robustness of segmentation. 

4) Comprehensive evaluation of our model on a public 

dataset. Experimental results indicate that our improved 

model demonstrates superior performance, surpassing other 

advanced methods in rectal tumor segmentation tasks. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Traditional Method 

In recent years, the field of medical image segmentation 

has witnessed significant advancements, with the emergence 

of numerous innovative methods aimed at enhancing accu-

racy and adaptability. Shajin et al.[9] introduced a novel 

Sailfish Optimizer, integrating Levy flight, chaos, and oppo-

sition-based multi-level thresholding for precise medical 

image segmentation. By optimizing the weights of the Otsu 

method and Kapur’s entropy, they achieved lower mean 

square errors and higher accuracy compared to existing 

methods. In anomaly detection, Hansen et al. [10] employed 

a self-supervised approach for segmenting medical images 

with limited examples. By calculating the anomaly scores of 

single foreground prototypes, they circumvented the need 

for explicit modeling of complex backgrounds, thus improv-

ing segmentation outcomes. Lu's research[11] proposed a 

semi-supervised medical image segmentation framework, 

utilizing uncertainty-aware pseudo-labeling and consistency 

loss, combined with a student-teacher model, to effectively 

leverage unlabeled data for enhanced performance. Xie et al. 

[12] developed a weakly-supervised medical image segmen-

tation method based on detection, growth, and segmentation 

(DGS), combining YOLOV5 and GradCAM detectors with 

adaptive region growing for pseudo-label generation. This 

significantly improved segmentation performance in chal-

lenging scenarios like blurred edges, imaging noise, and 

interferences among multiple organs in medical images, 

while also reducing the time and requirements for annota-

tions. Guo et al. [13] employed a multi-information fusion 

convolutional neural network (Mif-CNN) and CNN-based 

region growing, proposing a coarse-to-fine segmentation 

framework for accurately and efficiently segmenting the 

airway tree in chest CT scans, offering feasibility for com-

puter-aided diagnosis systems in pulmonary diseases. In the 

realm of 3D medical image segmentation, Bennai et al. [14] 

utilized a multi-agent approach, employing autonomous, 

interactive agents with an improved region growing algo-

rithm for segmenting 3D medical images. Wang's study[15] 

introduced a curriculum learning and Fourier domain adap-

tation-based medical image segmentation method to address 

domain adaptation challenges in medical data. This method 

incrementally introduced amplitude information in the fre-

quency space and utilized a training time chain to augment 

the mixed data distribution, exhibiting robustness and gen-

eralizability across multiple test domains, especially suited 

for retinal and cell nucleus segmentation tasks. He et al. [16] 

proposed a statistical deformation model-based data aug-

mentation method for medical volumetric image segmenta-

tion, significantly enhancing the fully automatic segmenta-

tion performance of organs in various body parts through 

diverse and realistic data augmentation, providing a potent 

tool for addressing the challenge of limited data access in 

medical image segmentation. Hu's research[17] introduced a 

neural memory ordinary differential equation (nmODE) 

based knowledge distillation method (nmODE-KD), trans-

ferring the knowledge of continuous nmODEs to discrete 

layers, improving the robustness and efficiency of deep neu-

ral network models, particularly in scenarios with incom-

plete labeled training data. Finally, Sun et al. [18] proposed 

an orthogonal decomposition adversarial domain adaptation 

(ODADA) framework for medical image segmentation. By 

designing an orthogonal loss function, they decomposed 

input features into domain-invariant and domain-specific 

representations to counteract performance degradation 

caused by domain shifts. These deep learning methods have 

brought increased flexibility and precision to medical image 

segmentation, providing powerful tools for addressing the 

complexity and diversity of structures and textures in medi-

cal images. 

B. Deep Learning Method 

In the field of medical image segmentation, Chen et al. 

[19] proposed the Synchronous Medical Image Augmenta-

tion (SMIA) framework, addressing difficulties in data ac-

quisition and sample class imbalance through two modules 

based on random transformation and synthesis. SMIA gen-

erates a diversified and annotated medical image training set 

through random transformations while maintaining medical 

significance through synthesis-based modules. This posi-

tively impacts the performance of deep learning models. 

Hassanzadeh’s work [20] introduced the Evolutionarily En-

hanced Unet Framework, EEvoU-Net, the first to utilize a 

genetic algorithm for designing the structure and parameters 

of a medical image segmentation network. This innovative 

method achieved optimization of network architecture and 

parameters through evolutionary computation, offering a 

new perspective for medical image segmentation. Xie et al. 

[21] introduced a 3D end-to-end hybrid multi-atlas segmen-

tation (MAS) and deep convolutional neural network 

(DCNN) segmentation pipeline with deep label fusion 

(DLF). This method, by employing weighted voting and 

fine-tuning of sub-networks, achieves precise segmentation 

of anatomical structures, introducing modality augmentation 

strategies for multi-modality imaging and enhancing seg-

mentation accuracy in scenarios with missing data during 

testing. Wang’s Boundary-Aware Context Neural Network 

(BA-Net) [22] adopted an encoder-decoder structure, captur-

ing rich context and fine spatial details in medical images 

through pyramid edge extraction, multi-task learning mod-

ules, and cross-feature fusion, achieving more accurate seg-

mentation results. He’s ProtoSeg approach [23] measured 

the segmentation ability of deep features in different layers 

and units by calculating Segmentation Ability (SA) scores, 

providing interpretability and explanation for the hidden 

representations of deep learning features. Kumar Singh [24] 

proposed MISegNet, a robust and lightweight real-time 

segmentation network for multimodal medical images, com-

bining discrete wavelet transform, global context awareness, 

residual shuffle attention mechanisms, and a novel bounda-

ry-aware loss function FEPE, accurately segmenting ambig-

uous boundary regions. Shirokikh [25] systematically evalu-

ated deep learning models in 3D medical image segmenta-
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tion tasks, providing practical insights for other medical 

image segmentation tasks by addressing manual segmenta-

tion issues, reducing contour variability, and improving con-

touring process efficiency. Mohagheghi [26] proposed an 

interpretable deep correction method, refining the outputs of 

other models through cascaded one-dimensional and two-

dimensional models, improving the reliability and accuracy 

of CNN segmentation model results. Shukla [27] investigat-

ed credibility improvement, non-credible prediction 

amendment, and classifier switching operations through 

deep learning medical image segmentation model credibility 

improvement methods, successfully enhancing performance. 

Finally, Fu’s design of deep feature attention blocks, feature 

refinement blocks, and adaptive feature extraction blocks 

[28] optimized the accurate processing of lesion edges and 

fine details in medical images by deep neural networks, 

demonstrating superior performance on multiple datasets 

through deep supervision mechanisms. These methods col-

lectively propel the development of the field of medical im-

age segmentation, providing diverse and innovative solu-

tions to enhance accuracy and address challenging scenarios. 

III. RESEARCH METHOD 

In the MRAUnet++ model, we propose the use of multi-

scale residual blocks to replace traditional convolutional 

layers. These residual blocks, composed of convolutional 

sequences with varying kernel sizes, are capable of extract-

ing richer and more detailed feature mappings from images. 

The design employing multi-scale residual blocks enhances 

the network's capability to express complex image features, 

thereby increasing the accuracy of segmentation tasks. The 

introduction of residual connections not only helps to cir-

cumvent the "degradation" problem caused by increased 

network depth but also smoothens the propagation of image 

features, providing more favorable conditions for network 

optimization and enhancing its generalization ability. This is 

crucial for the accurate segmentation of rectal cancer tumors, 

as the complexity of tumor regions demands a network with 

robust feature extraction and expression capabilities. Fur-

thermore, we have incorporated attention blocks, designed 

to accentuate key feature information of the target area 

through an attention mechanism while suppressing features 

irrelevant to the task. This focus mechanism aids in improv-

ing the network's precision in locating and segmenting rectal 

tumors, enabling it to concentrate more on learning and em-

phasizing the important features of the lesion area. Fig. 1 

details the basic structure of the network model, illustrating 

the transformation from convolutional blocks to multi-scale 

residual blocks, and the integration of attention blocks. This 

comprehensive depiction showcases the innovative architec-

ture of the MRAUnet++ model, highlighting its advances 

and functional enhancements. 

As depicted in Fig. 1, the network model comprises an 

encoder and a decoder. In the encoding path, multi-scale 

residual blocks are employed to extract features from the 

input image, enabling the acquisition of rich feature infor-

mation. The extracted features undergo downsampling via 

pooling layers to reduce feature dimensions. Following each 

multi-scale residual block, batch normalization layers and 

ReLU activation functions are integrated, facilitating faster 

convergence of the model. In the decoding path, transpose 

convolutions are used for upsampling the input features to 

precisely localize the segmented area and restore the feature 

size to its original dimensions. Subsequently, utilizing the 

inherent restrictive skip connections of Unet++, different 

levels of the U-shaped network are connected into a cohes 

ive structure. This aims to extract features at various levels 

and amalgamate them through stacking, thereby enhancing 

the precision of the model's segmentation capabilities. Nota-

bly, attention mechanisms are employed at the connections 

of various layers of the model to suppress noise and irrele-

vant information in the features. This ensures the model's 

focused learning on key features and concentrated attention 

on critical areas of the task. Finally, the segmentation map is 

obtained through the application of 1x1 convolutions and a 

Sigmoid activation function. The Sigmoid function is com-

puted as follows, where x represents the input feature vector: 

 
1

( )
1 x

S x
e−

=
+

 (1) 

where x represents the input eigenvector. 

A. Backbone 

In deep learning, the task of semantic segmentation of 

medical images aims to achieve precise segmentation of 

different tissues or structures within medical images, provid-

ing detailed interpretations of diseases, abnormalities, or 

anatomical regions. Mathematically formalizing this task 

involves constructing a mapping function that translates an 

input medical image X  into a corresponding pixel-level 

label map Y , where each pixel label denotes the specific 

tissue or structure it belongs to. The objective of deep learn-

ing models is to learn a mapping function F such that for 

any given input image 
iX , the model’s output ( )iF X  accu-

rately represents the segmentation of different structures in 

the medical image. Formally, the mapping function F is 

represented as a deep neural network with parameters θ. 

Thus, the task of semantic segmentation of medical images 

can be mathematically formulated as an optimization prob-

lem to minimize the loss function: 

 ( )( )*

1

1
arg min ,

N

i i

i

F X Y
N =

=  


  (2) 

where  represents the loss function, measuring the dis-

crepancy between the model output ( )iF X  and the true 

label 
iY . N  denotes the number of samples, where 

iX  is 

the i th−  medical image, and 
iY  is the corresponding pixel-

level label map. By training deep learning models on exten-

sive medical image data, they learn feature representations 

of various tissues and structures, thereby enabling accurate 

semantic segmentation on new, unseen data. This approach 

represents a significant advancement in medical image anal-

ysis, offering a potent tool for enhancing diagnosis and 

treatment planning in healthcare. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the MRAUnet++ 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Overview of the multi-scale residual block. 

 

B. Multi-scale Residual Block 

In our designed MRAUnet++ model, we have specifically 

incorporated an innovative multi-scale residual block 

(MSRB) module, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The design of this 

module effectively addresses the limitations encountered 

with single-scale convolutional kernels in medical image 

feature extraction. These limitations include the loss of fea-

ture dimensions due to the monolithic approach of feature 

extraction and issues such as gradient explosion, gradient 

vanishing, and slow convergence rates due to increased net-

work layers, ultimately leading to network "degradation". 

The MSRB module employs a multi-scale residual strate-

gy, replacing traditional convolutional blocks in the Unet++ 

network with multi-scale residual blocks. These blocks 

comprise convolutional sequences with varying sizes of 

kernels, extracting a richer array of features from different 

scales of the image to obtain a more comprehensive repre-

sentation of image features. These features are then effec-

tively integrated through residual connections. 

Initially, an input tensor of size (256, 256, 1) undergoes 

two convolution operations in our network. These opera-

tions employ convolutional kernels of sizes 7x7 and 3x3, 

respectively, with an output channel count of 32. Taking a 

grayscale image as an example, the computation for the 

convolution can be described as per equation (3). Post each 

convolution operation, the feature matrix undergoes Batch 

Normalization to maintain its dimensional integrity. Subse-

quently, the convolution results are activated through the 

ReLU activation function, culminating in an output feature 

map of size (256, 256, 32). 

 , ,( ) ( )
h d

i i
x y x y

x y

Z i f w b=   +  (3) 

where ( )Z i  represents the output value of the i-th local fea-

ture map of a grayscale image; f denotes the activation func-

tion; h and d signify the length and width of the local feature 

map, respectively. ,x y , 
,

i

x yw , and 
ib  correspond to the 

pixel value at the matrix position (x, y) of the local feature 

map, along with its associated weight and bias values. 

Following this, the activated result from the previous step 

undergoes two additional convolution operations using ker-

nels of sizes 7×7 and 3×3. After each convolution, batch 

normalization layers and relu activation functions are ap-

plied. The resulting feature map, sized (128, 128, 32), is 
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assigned to the variable X , serving as the output of the re-

sidual block. 

To implement the residual connection, the adjusted result 

is processed through a 1×1 convolution layer and normali-

zation operation. Subsequently, the keras add method is 

used to combine the adjusted result with the output X  of 

the residual block, completing the residual connection. The 

final residual block function concatenates the output feature 

maps of the two different residual blocks – one using a 7×7 

kernel and the other a 3×3 kernel. This is followed by 1×1 

convolution to integrate features and expand channels, re-

sulting in an output feature map of size (128, 128, 64), en-

riched with more comprehensive feature information. 

In our experiments, we extract image features using a se-

quence of convolution operations with 3×3 and 7×7 kernel 

sizes. Each convolution sequence includes two convolution 

layers, a batch normalization layer, and a relu layer. Residu-

al connections are employed to achieve identity mapping. 

Finally, the outputs of the two different convolution kernels 

are combined and passed through a 1×1 convolution layer 

to yield the final result. Let X represent the input features of 

the image, and Z denote the output of the multi-scale residu-

al block. The computation of Z is as follows: 

 1 3 3 3 32 (Re ( ( 2 ( ))))X Conv D LU BN Conv D X =  (4) 

 2 7 7 7 72 (Re ( ( 2 ( ))))X Conv D LU BN Conv D X =  (5) 

 3 1X X X= +  (6) 

 4 2X X X= +  (7) 

 1 1 3 42 ([ , ])Z Conv D X X=  (8) 

Residual connections facilitate smoother propagation of 

feature signals in both forward and backward passes within 

the network. In forward propagation, information is trans-

mitted in a bottom-up manner, aiding in resolving the net-

work's "degradation" issue. During backward propagation, 

error information can be directly transferred to the subse-

quent layers without intermediate computations, thereby 

alleviating problems like gradient explosion and vanishing. 

This makes the network easier to optimize and simultane-

ously enhances its generalization capabilities.  

Overall, this module's introduction into the MRAUnet++ 

model marks a significant advancement in medical image 

segmentation, addressing key challenges and improving the 

network's ability to handle complex medical image data with 

enhanced efficacy and accuracy. 

C. Attention Block and Attention Gate 

The MRAUnet++ model incorporates an attention mech-

anism block, composed of attention gates, specifically de-

signed to suppress noise and irrelevant feature information 

while effectively reducing the number of parameters re-

quired for network training. This module addresses a critical 

issue in the Unet++ network model related to skip connec-

tions: the transmission of noise and irrelevant features from 

the encoder to the decoder, leading to semantic discrepan-

cies between them. The introduction of the attention mecha-

nism significantly simplifies the complexity of network 

training. 

The essence of the attention mechanism lies in its ability 

to selectively filter out vital information from a vast pool of 

data, concentrating focus on these key details and disregard-

ing the majority of unimportant information. This process is 

reflected in the computation of weight coefficients, where 

higher weights signify greater emphasis on focal points. 

When calculating attention with a task-related query vector 

Q  and a global key vector K , the model can focus more on 

pertinent information by computing attention weights. To 

ensure better convergence of the model, the calculated atten-

tion weights are subjected to a moderated non-linear map-

ping and normalized using the SoftMax activation function, 

resulting in the final attention matrix. This matrix is then 

multiplied with the corresponding value vector V  to pro-

duce the final outcome. 

 ( , , ) ( )
T

k

QK
Attention Q K V SoftMax V

d
=  (9) 

 
Fig. 3. Overview of the attention gate. 

 
The attention block, as depicted in Fig. 3, consists of at-

tention gates, receiving inputs from features g extracted 

from the up-sampling output and x, the same level features 

extracted by the encoder. Feature g acts as a gating control 

signal, suppressing noise and irrelevant features in x. Initial-

ly, 1×1 convolution and normalization operations are per-

formed on features g and x, followed by element-wise addi-

tion using keras's add function. The merged information, 

post-activation by the Relu function, undergoes another 1x1 

convolution and normalization. The resultant is then passed 

through a Sigmoid activation function to obtain the final 

attention coefficient a. The input feature x is element-wise 

multiplied with the attention coefficient using the multiply 

function, yielding the final output value. This structure of 

the attention gate successfully achieves weighted integration 

of features, thus enhancing the network's focus on important 

features and reducing sensitivity to noise and irrelevant in-

formation. 

 

  

(a) (b) 
Fig. 4. The effect diagram of window processing. (a) represents the original 
image data, and (b) displays the image post-window processing. 

IV. EXPERIMENT  

A. Datasets 

In our study, we utilized the open-source rectal cancer 
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lymph node metastasis (RCLNM) dataset, which comprises 

two sets of CT images: the arterial phase and the venous 

phase. Our focus was on the arterial phase CT images, en-

compassing a total of 3029 images along with their corre-

sponding image masks. Among these, there are 2169 posi-

tive samples and 860 negative samples. The image samples 

are grayscale images of size 512×512 pixels, formatted in 

DICOM. 

Initially, the images were normalized into 48×48 three-

channel color images. Subsequently, the pixel values were 

standardized to fall within the range of [0,255]. The next 

step involved windowing the images to enhance the contrast 

of the CT images, with the effects illustrated in Fig. 4. Final-

ly, data class labels were established based on the image 

masks. This was accomplished by extracting the data matrix 

of the image masks and performing a summation operation. 

If the resulting value was zero, the image was labeled as 

negative (label 0); otherwise, it was labeled as positive (la-

bel 1). 

B. Experimental Environment 

The experiment was conducted on a computer equipped 

with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 3080Ti GPU. Regarding the 

experimental parameters, the number of epochs was set to 

80, with a batch size of 6. The chosen optimizer was Adam, 

featuring a learning rate of 0.0002, and the Mean Squared 

Error function served as the loss function. To optimize the 

training process, the ReduceLROnPlateau callback function 

was employed. It reduces the learning rate to one-tenth of its 

original value if there is no decrease in the validation loss 

for 20 consecutive epochs. 

To alleviate GPU memory demands, the original images 

underwent resizing to 256x256 using Python's image slicing 

techniques. Subsequently, pixel value normalization was 

applied to ensure they fall within the range of [0, 255]. Fol-

lowing this, windowing processing was applied for further 

enhancement. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the first row showcas-

es the images post-window processing, while the second 

row displays the real masks of the post-processed images. 

Ultimately, to enhance the diversity of the original dataset, 

augmentation techniques such as horizontal flipping and 

rotations of 45°, 90°, and 180° were employed. This aug-

mentation strategy expanded the dataset to five times its 

original size, totaling 15,145 images. These images were 

then allocated into training, validation, and test sets in a 

6:2:2 ratio, consisting of 9,087 images for training, 3,029 for 

validation, and 3,029 for testing. This augmented dataset 

significantly enriched diversity, providing a more robust and 

comprehensive set of images for training and evaluation. 

This diversified dataset facilitates the model's learning of a 

broader range of features and patterns, essential for en-

hancement. 

C. Evaluation Indicator 

To assess the performance of the model, two metrics, the 

Dice coefficient and the Intersection over Union (IoU) coef-

ficient, were employed. 

The Dice coefficient measures the similarity between the 

true image mask (Y ) and the predicted output image ( 'Y ). 

It is commonly used to quantify the overlap between seg-

mented images and actual mask images. The formula for 

calculating the Dice coefficient is as follows: 

 
2 | ' | 2

| ' | | | 2

Y Y TP
Dice

Y Y FP FN TP

  
= =

+ + + 
 (10) 

The IoU coefficient quantifies the ratio of the intersection 

to the union of the true image mask and the predicted output 

image. It also serves to describe the overlap degree between 

segmented images and actual mask images. The calculation 

formula for the IoU coefficient is as follows: 

 
| ' |

| ' |

Y Y TP
IoU

Y Y FP FN TP


= =

 + +
 (11) 

In these formulas, TP refers to the number of cases cor-

rectly identified as positive; FP denotes the number of cases 

incorrectly identified as positive; FN represents the number 

of cases incorrectly identified as negative. These evaluation 

metrics provide an objective assessment of the model's per-

formance in the segmentation of rectal cancer tumors, allow-

ing for a comprehensive evaluation of its accuracy and ef-

fectiveness. 

D. Experimental Results and Analysis 

As presented in Table Ⅰ, the MRAUnet++ network model 

demonstrated superior performance on the rectal tumor da-

taset. Through extensive experimental evaluation, it 

achieved a Dice coefficient of 83.32% and an IoU value of 

70.06%. In comparison to existing deep learning models 

such as Unet, Unet++, Attention Unet, ResUnet, and 

ResUnet++, MRAUnet++ exhibited notable superiority in 

performance metrics. 

 

TABLE Ⅰ 

THE RESULTS OF DIFFERENT MODELS ON THE RCLNM DA-

TASET 

Methods Dice IoU 

Unet 78.12 61.27 
Unet++ 80.51 66.28 

Attention Unet 81.56 67.86 

ResUnet 79.94 65.15 
ResUnet++ 82.37 68.09 

MRAUnet++ 83.32 70.06 

 

From the perspective of the Dice coefficient, 

MRAUnet++ exhibited improvements of 5.2% over Unet, 

2.81% over Unet++, 1.76% over Attention Unet, 3.38% 

over ResUnet, and 0.95% over ResUnet++. The Dice coeffi-

cient is a crucial metric for measuring the accuracy of image 

segmentation. The notable enhancement in this metric indi-

cates that MRAUnet++ has an increased capability to accu-

rately locate and segment lesion areas in rectal tumor seg-

mentation tasks. 

In terms of IoU values, MRAUnet++ achieved improve-

ments of 8.79% over Unet, 3.78% over Unet++, 2.2% over 

Attention Unet, 4.91% over ResUnet, and 1.97% over 

ResUnet++. The IoU value, or IoU, is another key metric for 

assessing the performance of segmentation models. The 

remarkable advantage of MRAUnet++ in IoU values sug-

gests better outcomes in pixel overlap within the lesion areas. 
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Fig. 5. Sample images of rectal tumors pictures and real masks. 
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Fig. 6. Qualitative results comparison along on the RCLNM datasets. 

 

.

For qualitative comparison, we randomly selected five 

sets of sample data and presented the segmentation results 

among different deep learning network models in Fig. 6. 

Column a represents the original images, column b shows 

the true mask images of the original images, and columns c 

to h display the segmentation images obtained by the Unet, 

Unet++, Attention Unet, ResUnet, ResUnet++, and 

MRAUnet++ models, respectively. As observed in the fig-

ure, MRAUnet++ provides more detailed segmentation re-

sults for rectal lesions compared to other networks. 

This comparative analysis highlights MRAUnet++'s en-

hanced efficiency and accuracy in medical image segmenta-

tion, particularly in complex tasks such as rectal tumor seg-

mentation, making it a promising tool in medical imaging 

analysis. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we introduced the MRAUnet++ architec-

ture—an innovative network structure based on deep super-

vision and multi-scale fusion strategies, featuring the atten-

tion mechanism as a core component. This architecture is 

specifically designed for the precise segmentation of rectal 

cancer tumors. Experimentally validated on the meticulously 

constructed RCLNM dataset, our architecture successfully 

achieved effective segmentation of rectal cancer lesion areas, 

demonstrating impressive performance. In terms of evalua-

tion metrics, our algorithm yielded satisfactory results, 

achieving a Dice coefficient of 83.32% and an IoU index of 

70.06%. These outcomes distinctly validate the superior 

performance and accuracy of our proposed method in rectal 

cancer tumor segmentation tasks. The successful application 

of this technology offers positive prospects and support for 

the diagnosis and treatment of rectal cancer in medical clini-

cal settings. Moving forward, we plan to refine the proposed 

network structure further, considering the integration of ad-

vanced technologies such as additional transformer blocks, 

to enhance its performance and adaptability. This ongoing 

exploration and improvement will contribute to addressing 

the critical issue of rectal cancer tumor segmentation in the 

field of medical image segmentation more effectively, 

providing more reliable solutions for clinical medical appli-

cations. 
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